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a-Table
Delicate and in Perfect Shape.
Discerning folding table for seminar and conference rooms.
Design: jehs+laub



conference . event

A-Table
DelIcaTe anD In PeRFecT SHaPe. 

» Discerning folding table for seminar and conference rooms

» The shape of its legs perfectly complements the a-chair

» Delicate look thanks to the bevelled, lightweight table top

» Tried and tested one-hand operation of folding mechanism;  
 unlatching at the push of a button

» Maximum legroom thanks to new, tilting stacking buffers

Design: jehs+laub
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The A: Setting a Clear Sign. 
Delicate shape in perfection:
the a-Table.
 
even at first sight, the a-Table shows true class, thanks to its un- 
obstrusive, modern formal language. It makes a clear statement for 
discerning taste and style in any seminar or training room. at the 
same time, the delicate lines cleverly hide its functional complexity. 
For what you really don’t see at first glance is that the a-Table is a 
folding table, easy to operate, and stackable. When set up, the frame 
is flush with the table top side, providing more legroom and a more 
appealing look – when any two tables are placed in a row, their legs 
seem to merge.
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An Unbeatable Team. 
a-Table and a-chair.
 
not only when placed in rows, but also as an individual ensemble, 
a-Table and a-chair show that they are just made for each other.  
The table frame repeats the a of the chair frame. and like the a-chair, 
the table legs are made of die-cast aluminium, turned spherical  
and tapered. This not only combines lightweight crowned construc-
tion with maximum stability, but also creates a harmonious unity of 
table and chair.



The bevelled light- 
weight table top  
and the frame with  
its spherical and 
crowned tapered legs 
perfectly match the 
A-Chair silhouette.
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The newly developed 
stacking buffers  
only unfold under  
the shifting weight 
during stacking. 
Otherwise, they are 
tilted flat underneath 
the table top without 
interfering with leg 
room at all.



A-Table Folding table 

•  V-shaped table legs in die-cast aluminium, polished, 
foldable

•  Optional with table legs coated in the colours lava, stone, 
ice or clay

•  With folding mechanism in flat steel and with a supporting 
clamp in round steel, chromed

•  Release lever in steel panel lacquered in RAL 9006

• Folding table tongs in black plastic, glass fibre reinforced
•  Various table top and edge versions available
• Plastic gliders

*Protection of registered designs 

Design: jehs+laub

Model

Table top

Edge

Table height in cm

Table top thickness in mm

Table top shape

Maße in cm

* incl.  reinforcement rail

9770/0 I 9770/7

Lightweight 
table top

ABS

74

30

Rectangle
9770/0

160/80
180/90
200/100 *

Lightweight 
table top

CRKL

74

30

Boat shape
9770/7

280/120
(table legs inset)

CRKL-Edge
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Notes

See our current pricelist for details, prices and terms of business. 
We reserve the right for technical changes, errors and colour 
variations. Some of the models depicted are special versions that 
are subject to additional costs.Wood is a natural product. For our 
lines of furniture, we exclusively use high-quality beech wood 
from sustainable forestry sources. Despite careful selection of the 
wood, there may be variations in colour. Differences in colour and 
structure do not constitute a reason for complaint but are rather 
a manifestation of the individ- ual character of wood furniture.

Imprint

Product design:
jehs+laub 

Photography:
bildhübsche fotografie . andreas Körner, Stuttgart 
Udo Kipper . Büro für Gestaltung, Darmstadt 

copy:
Thomas Hobein, Darmstadt

Design:
antes und merkle . büro für gestaltung, Darmstadt

Picture editing:
Yellow 4media GmbH, Darmstadt



universal office . conference event cafeteria lounge care
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